Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 31 – February 2

@HuaweiUSA - Jan 31
#Automation is an intelligent solution to handle hazardous, repetitive & high-precision tasks in manufacturing, bio-pharmaceuticals, surgery & other fields. tinyurl.com/v5omg2a

@HuaweiUSA - Jan 31
What's your favorite thing about LunarNewYear celebrations? @readysetjetset shared some exciting clips from the festivities in #ChelseaMarket, shot on the #P30Pro. Instagram.com/p/B73KDY1pTAd/

@HuaweiUSA - Jan 31
What can we expect to change in the world of #blockchain and #crypto in 2020? @joeicon & @teedubya break down their predictions on @badcrypto.

Why the U.S. — and the World — Should Trust Huawei - InsideSources
On Tuesday the government of Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced it would allow Huawei equipment to stay in Britain’s 5G networks, despi... insideources.com
The Transform at or ai Impacts of 5G

CTO of Huawei's Carrier Business Group, Paul Scanlan, breaks down the real benefits of #5G and the...

youtube.com

Forensics detective says Android encryption now superior to iPhones

According to a forensics detective, Android encryption has made it harder to crack Android phones as compared to iPhones. This is a...

androidauthority.com

Huawei has been working with the UK government for years. Head of congressional state and local government affairs at Huawei Technologies USA, #DonMorrissey explains how collaboration and evidence-based testing will result in robust, secure networks. tinyurl.com/s45p2dx

Donald Morrissey
HEAD OF CONGRESSIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES USA

0:56 289 views wants to bring to every American its recognized innovation.
Need some career advice? Huawei Rotating Chairman #GuoPing tells global thought leader @JeffreyTowson his thoughts on how to choose the right career path.

What matters most in life: money, success or happiness? Huawei Rotating Chairman Guo Ping tells...

@MR_Boricha at @techrival shares a breakdown of the six best Huawei phones to buy in 2020. Which is your favorite?

Whether you are looking for a budget device or a flagship device you can get a Huawei device for any of your needs as there are lots of options. See your style in every light with the #HuaweiMate30 series. With colors that radiate in every light, we've got a range to suit every style and fit.
Say hello to Sameer Ashfaq Malik - he had the chance to travel to Malaysia and experience a whole new culture. #WeAreHuawei

Huawei believes in giving back - like providing school supplies to students around the world.

A company's main goal should not necessarily be profit. 2019 Nobel Prize in Economics winner Abhijit Banerjee discusses the need for broader goals with Huawei's Huang Weiwei.

@StuffTV touts the Huawei MateBookD15 as having the "best screen ever." Read their hands-on review for a look at what else this ultrabook has to offer.
Who Is Huawei? How It All Started
From poverty and famine to becoming the Founder & CEO of Huawei, Ren Zhengfei has helped lead the ... 

www.youtube.com

5G is Now. Take a look at our demo truck, where we show off some real life examples of how the tech will work.

#WetlandBiodiversityMatters
#WorldWetlandsDay tinyurl.com/uujqbrv

THE WORLD IS FOR ALL OF US.
KEEP IT SAFE.

#WorldWetlandsDay
Technology is changing the world, but how will things look in five years? Huawei Rotating Chairman Guo Ping takes a look.

World's first 5G medical private network unveiled in West China Second University Hospital, in China's Sichuan Province, could be considered the world’s first 5G medical private network. Share a pic of your spread!

The #BigGame is on! How are you celebrating? Share a pic of your spread!
Do you expect media to focus on crypto and blockchain in 2020? Bad Crypto Podcast hosts Travis and Joel do – find out why.
https://tinyurl.com/v9tgzep

Travis Wright & Joel Comm
Co-Hosts of The Bad Crypto Podcast

Co-Hosts of The Bad Crypto Podcast, both Travis and Joel are Key Opinion Leaders in the crypto space.

And just going to leave this right here...

Forensics detective says Android phones are now harder to crack than iPhones.
Rational, sober, evidence-based. Head of congressional state and local government affairs at Huawei Technologies USA, Don Morrissey talks about the years of work Huawei has done with the UK to create a new standard for cybersecurity. https://tinyurl.com/s45q2dx

Great Collaboration Takes Time
Head of congressional state and local government affairs at Huawei...

How did you kick off the LunarNewYear? Take a look at Haley’s (ReadySetJet) time at the ChelseaMarket celebration in NYC, shot on the P30Pro. https://www.instagram.com/p/B73XDY1pTAd/
Pursuing sustainable and profitable growth should be the goal of any company. Hear 2019 #Nobel Prize in Economics winner Abhijit Banerjee discuss the need for broader goals with Huawei’s Huang Weiwei.

A company’s business goal is to maximize profit, right? Not necessarily...

We are dedicated to protecting vulnerable ecosystems through technology. #WorldWetlandsDay #WetlandBiodiversityMatters

THE WORLD IS FOR ALL OF US. KEEP IT SAFE.

#WorldWetlandsDay
Today’s the day! How are you spending the #BigGame? Snap a pic of your celebration and tag us!

#BigGame

GAME ON.